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LADY M moored alongside the Shell pier mid November 2017. IMO 9256858. Crude carrier.
Regular customer. Built 2013 GRT 61991 DWT 115418 loa: 249 m. beam: 44 m.

CHRISTMAS PARTY AND DINNER MEETING: DECEMBER 5TH
BYO DRINKS AND GLASSES
Place: Port Education Centre, 7.00PM for 7.30PM start
$10.00 for Members and $15.00 for guests.
Book with Ralph Halnon by phone h) 93913598 or m) 0497273454
or email bluecafe53@gmail.com.
It is quite important to book early in order to be fair to the caterer.

SALE ITEMS AVAILABLE FOR CHRISTMAS GIFTS
Commemorative mugs, glasses, polo shirts and caps with the WSS Logo are all available for sale at the December
Dinner meeting.

SOME CHANGES TO THE PRODUCTION OF YOUR NEWSLETTER
We are very thankful to both John Nunn and Peter Grunberg whom together looked after this for a long time. They
indicated that a break was needed and resigned from their monthly “task”. We are also grateful that Neil Pollard and
Tim Noble stepped in to assist in the production of the last couple of issues.
As we could not find any member who would be able and/or willing to take over this publication, then I offered to
assist to the best of my capabilities, although with having average computer skills, but at least you will receive an
ongoing publication which hopefully will grow into an improved quality month by month.
The item “around the ports” has momentarily been cancelled but may re-appear in similar style with reduced data.
Please be patient.
The last newsletter by John and Peter, November 2017, is of exceptional good quality and it will take quite some
time to meet such standard.
As the saying goes: We will do our best.
Jan de Jonge
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